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1. Introduction. The purpose of this arti- corollary immediately obtained by considering
cle is to prove some new feature on the occupa-
tion time of Brownian motion. Let {B} be a d-

the relation of
-,0

lc(B)du--1-
.,o

lc(B)du"

dimensional Brownian motion starting from the Corollary. Suppose that the cone C satisfies
origin and C be a cone with the vertex at the ori- the same conditions as in the above theorem. Then
gin. We denote the occupation time of B, in C there exists a positive constant k’ such that

(1 s) -" P(A >_ s)-- k’ as s-- 1,
by At lc(B,)du,

where ’ is defined by ," similarly as in the
In the only case of d 1 and C [0, c), theorem, and ," denotes the first eigenvalue of- A

the explicit law of A is known as Lvy’s first /2 on C ( S- with Dirichlet boundary condition.
arcsin law: There have been some efforts to get its

2 asymptotic behavior. T. Meyre and W. WernerP(Ax <- s) arcsin v for 0 <- s 1.
[5] proved that if the cone C is convex, there ex-

In higher demensions, however, any explicit law ist two constants kx, k. depending only on C
of A is not known. We shall present a partial re- such that
sult giving certain asymptotic explicitly. Note (1.1) ks <- P(Ax <- s) <_ k.s
that in the one-dimensional case, holds for all 0 <-- s <-- 1. Recently R. Bass and K.

2 Burdzy [1] proved that if C is a closed cone
s --cP A < s) -" - as s-" 0.

which satisfies that C ( Sd-1
is connected and

The main result of this article is the follow- (oC) 0 ( denotes the Lebesgue measure on
ing generalization: Re), then we have

Theorem. Let each of {C}I<_N be a closed
(1.2) lim

log P(A1 <- s)
cone with the vertex at the origin and simply con- s-.o log s

nected on S- and have Ce-class boundary except Both of the above results rely heavily on the
the origin. Suppose that the cone C is expressed as estimate of the hitting time to the cone. Since the
C- U <_<_NC and satisfies that C S- is behavior of the hitting time plays an important
connected on S-. Then there exists a positive con- role in our proof, we devote Section 2 to investi-
stant k such that gating it, and in Section 3 we shall give the proof

-P(A < s) k as s--" O, of the main result.s

/( ) would like to express my sincere gratitude
where is defined by 2 1 + 221 to Professor S. Kotani for his helpful advice and

(;-1) encouragement.
2. Estimate of the hitting time. In oder to

--A/2 on C f S-1(Se-l= {x Re; Ix[ 1}) prove our theorem we need a more precise esti-
with Dirichlet boundary condition, mate of the hitting time than that employed in the

Remark. We should note that in order to proofs of (1.1) and (1.2). The estimate in Proposi-
make C f Se-1

connected, we need to set N 1 tion 1 is essential in our proof.
when d 2. In particular, rc/(2(2r- 0)) We set a inf{t_> O;B OC}. Let (x, y)
when d 2, where 0 denotes the angle of the be the angle not exceeding
cone around the origin, where gx(g) denotes the line connecting x(y) and

We would like to remark also the following the origin. In the case where A is a subset in
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Rd\ (0}, we define (x, A) inf((x, y) ;y
A}.

Proposition 1. For any fixed constant to > 1,
there exists a constant K depending only on the
cone C and to such that

> <- t (z, C)

for any t > 0 z C satisfying t > to[ Z wth
as n Theorem.

Remark. The estimate which is used in the
proofs of (1.1) and (1.2) do not have the errn
(z, C). The term (z, C)plays an essential
role for our purpose.

Proof of Proposition 1. It suffices to prove
(2.1) for z CC f S-1, t_> to thanks to the
scaling properties of Brownian motion. Let
{/} be a sequence of eigenvalues of --A/2 on
cc 0 S-1 with Dirichle boundary condition,
and {qn} be a sequence of eigenfunctions corres-
ponding to {2n}, which forms a complete ortho-
normal basis of L(C ( S-1, d/z). Here d/ de-

Sd-1
notes the Lebesgue measure on normalized
to have total mass 2zc//F(d/2). For a
R\ {O}, let {Rt} be a Bessel process starting
from al and {0} be a Brownian motion on S
starting from a/lal which is independent of
{Rt}. We can represent a d-dimensinal Brownian
motion B starting from a as

B ROv, where U
sd-We set - inf{t > 0; 0 ). By

the relation of ’= Uo and independence of
{R} and {0}, we have for Z C C S
Pz(a > t) Pz(Uo > Ut)

P( > s)P U ds)

n=l tnsd-1

Applying Yor’s result [9] to the term
E(exp(--2,Ut)), we obtain through some cal-
culation that for some constant L

d d

(2.2) Pz(a > t) <_ L1 t-z--l’ , t--v/--l’+" p,(z)
=1

Now we have to estimate the terms Iqn(Z)
Let qc(t, x, y) be a transition density for Brow-
nian motion on C Sn-1

killed when it hits C.

Set Gc(X, ) qc(t, x, )dt. Using DeBlas-

sie’s results [:3] on the eigenfunctions on Sd-l, we
see that for some constants L. and La

,,(z) -< . fco,-, Cc(Z, x) .(x) t(dx)(2.3)

< L2, E.
On the other hand, we can see by little thought
that there exists a constant L such that for any
z C Se-

Ez6 -< L4 (z, C).
This together with (2.2) and (2.3) completes the
proof of Proposition 1.

In order to prove our theorem, we need the
following two lemmas.

Lemma 2. There exists a domain D satisfying
the following three conditions:

(i) 0C D.
(ii) 0 < inf0c d(x, D).
(iii) Let v be the first exit time from D, i.e. v--

inf{t > O Bt D}. Then there are two posi-
tive constants Ke, K such that P(v > t)
< Ke-t for any z D, t > O.

We set ro infxoc d(x, D) and redefine D
Uxoc{Y Rn’, ]y x[ < ro}, then D clearly

satisfies the condition (i), (ii), and (iii). Now we

setDl= OD f C and D.-- OD C.
Lemma 3. There exist two positive constants

K4, K such that for any z Dz, t >- 0

tP( > t) <
K4 ifO<<

11 zl -1/2 i7 > -i-
g. Proof f the theerem. Let o’, r, D1 and

D be as before.
We show that there exists a positive constant M
determined by the cone C such that

M
(. 1) Eo(e-9 -- as .t

If we obtain (:3.1), we can prove our theorem
easily by applying Tauberian theorem to the
identity

Eo (e-a9 e-sdPo(A1 <- s).

We mention briefly the idea to prove (g.1).
Define sequences of stopping times induc-

tively as follows:
o’o 0

v.- a. + voOo. (n 0,1,2 )

a, vn_ + aO,_ (n 1,2,3,...),
where 0. is the path shift operator. Now we have
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(3.2) tEo(e-A’) E tEo(e-A’ an E t < On+l).

Applying the strong Markov property to the n-th
term of (3.2), we have

(3.3) Eo

+ E0

t bP
B,. D).

We see that the first term is negligible by
Lemma 2 when t is large enough. Moreover, be-
cause of the term e we see also that the second
term is negligible. To establish the convergence
of the last term, Lemma g is employed crucially
to show the uniform integrability of it. Applying
the following formula which has been obtained
by M. Shimura [81 for the case d 2 and by R.
D. DeBlassie [] for the case d
C
tP.( >

we see that the last term of (g.) converges to

As a result, we see that the left term of (3.2) con-
verges to the sum of (3.4).
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